PROJECT SERVICES

D U B A S H
MAJOR PROJECTS EXECUTED BY URMILA PROJECT SERVICES MULTIMODAL TRANSPORTATION OF 32 SUPER ODC EQUIPMENTS CONSISTING OF EQUIPMENT HAVING WEIGHT UPTO 555 MT FOR MRPL, MANGALORE
Knowing the expertise of Urmila in multimodal transportation we have received order from 4 major fabricators (Vijay Tanks, ISGEC, Phils Engineering & G. R. Engineering) under 3 EPC contractors, EIL, Toyo and Punjlloyd for transportation of 32 nos ODCs and Super ODCS from 4 different locations (Padgha Mumbai, Tarapur, Kandla and Dahej) to MRPL. 32 nos ODCs packages consist of maximum weight of 555 MT, maximum dia 10m and longest package of 54 m. Giving below photographs of few packages.
We have deployed following resources for completion of these jobs and completed the job to the entire satisfaction of the clients. Urmila has mobilized 61 nos Goldhofer axles, 3 nos 520 HP Prime Movers for transportation and handled all the packages in 3 shipments and the last package was loaded on ship "Beluga Bremen" at Kandla port on 1 st March,11 for further coastal voyage upto Mangalore. During execution of this contract due to excessive dimension Urmila has constructed 3 nos bypasses and had to maneuver at 6 critical turns and 3 level crossings. Urmila has executed the job in most professional manner and had obtained required permissions from NHAI, Port, Electricity Authorities & Railways etc. Equipment Main Fractionator having dimension 54m x 8.9m x 9.6m -520 M. Tons was the largest in size moved out of Vijay Tank factory and handled at Kandla port for the first time. 
Equipment Total Nos No of Trips
Multimodal transportation of 4 nos Coke Drums (454 MT for ISGEC (MRPL)
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Multimodal transportation of 4 nos Coke Drums from ISGEC Dahej to MRPL
We have been awarded the contract by ISGEC for transportation of their 4 nos Coke Drum having dimension 41.7m x 10.10m x 10.50m -454 MT from ISGEC Dahej to MRPL. We have mobilised total 84 axles, 4 pullers, 2 barges and 2 tugs and have transported the packages in 4 barge trips. Our scope was to transport packages from ISGEC Dahej to Adani jetty by road, load the equipments onto barge using ro-ro, barging of equipments from Dahej to Mangalore, roll off at Mangalore and further by road upto project site. Job was completed to the entire satisfaction of the client.
Recently Urmila has moved 2 consignments having huge dimension from ISGEC to Mangalore after compliance of all Marine Warranty Surveyor's requiremet in November,2011.
Package having dimension 10.17m X 10.17m X 6.90m -168 MT and 206 MT loaded on our barge at Adani Dahej port jetty. Due to excessive dimension of the packages and to avoid long span bridges in Mumbai, Urmila transported these equipments by road cum barge upto Mumbai port and have engaged heavylift ship to transport further upto Paradip. We faced many challenges due to over dimensional nature of the cargo, draft and air draft limitations under the bridge between Kalwa to Mumbai.
For this transportation we have constructed ro-ro facility at Ulwa and have mobilised 4 barges for transportation upto Mumbai port and chartered heavylift ship from Mumbai port to Paradip. Giving below photographs of packages while loading onto ship at Mumbai port.
LANCO BABANDH 2 X 660 MW POWER PROEJCT
Urmila has secured turnkey logistics contract from Lanco for their 2 x 660 MW Power Project. Urmila is going to handle total 106260 MT cargo from Paradip, Vizag port. This project started in March,2011 and so far we have handled approx 50% of the cargo.
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HANDLING OF 4 HEAVYLIFTS FROM BHEL HYDERABAD TO IOCL PARADIP. EAST COAST TO EAST COAST MOVEMENT
Urmila has secured contract from BHEL for multimodal transportation of following 4 packages (Stator 9.10m x 4.05m x 4.0m -213 MT, Qty -2 nos and Turbine 11.55m x 5.03m x 5.23m -222 MT, Qty -2 nos) from BHEL Hyderabad to Machalipatnam. Transportation of these machineries from BHEL Hyderabad to IOCL Paradip is a challenging job due to long span bridges enroute hence we have opted for multimodal transportation. We have transported packages by road from BHEL Hyderabad unit to Machalipatnam and have constructed ro-ro facility at Machaliapatnam to load the packages onto barge and have transported packages by barge upto Paradip port jetty. Giving below few photographs of this operation.
OTHER COASTAL MOVEMENTS
Apart from the above jobs Urmila has undertaken other coastal movements by engaging barge and tug and few of them are given below : - 
FLEET EXPANSION
Alongwith Goldhofer Germany Urmila has participated in Excon exhibition at Bangalore and introduced our newly purchased Goldhofer PST axles.
We are proud to inform you that we have purchased Goldhofer PST axles (Self propelled) designed for transportation of large and heavy cargo. These axles are operated by remote control and can be coupled side by side and end to end with standard Goldhofer hydraulic axles. These axles can take 1600 tons load (32+32 axles combination) New investments have been made by adding VOLVO prime movers and have purchased 23 mechanical trailers.
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Since Urmila is specialized in multimodal transportation and turnkey project logistics services and handling more and more jobs Group felt there is a need to open a SBU to continue providing the transportation services for Heavylifts below 200 M. Tons from various ports and manufacturing units to Project sites all over India. This division has plans to own axles and 10 pullers and already operational in the name of Group company M/s. Mackinnons Abad Shipping Limited at the following address.
Ador House, 3 rd floor, 6 K Dubash Marg, Mumbai. T : 022 -22048042
We are thankful to all those who contributed to this edition of the News Letter. We appreciate your comments. Please continue to send them to below address. 
Head Office
ABC
